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FARM OVERVIEW:
Luke Ledwith 23yo
Kolindale Merino & Poll Merino Stud
10,000ac in Kulin Shire
325ml Rainfall
50 sheep/ 50 crop no intention of changing

All the pastures at Kolindale looked
like this when the ewes and lambs
went onto the oat crop. I was carting
water and feeding sheep every day!

Wandering oats,
ungrazed

70kg Wandering oats dry sown 15
May. I believe you need to dry sow
in low rainfall areas to allow
maximum gain. Rained 20 May.
25th June 795 ewes and lambs @
90pc lambing on 60ha for 11 days

Grazing subclover
oversown with
canola 25 July

Canola/Clover: 3.5kg cobbler canola + 10kg Nungarin clover
-maniplate all grass setup for cropping leaving bulky canola. (found
clover grew up the canola. If you keep the cabbage leaf chewed there is
no problem with the canopy on the clover.

Wandering oats,
79 days post grazing
Value 365 dse grazing
days/ha =$50GM/ha
Plus deferment >$75/ha

Like most farmers I used to seed
subclover with oats or barley as a
carrier then spray all grass out.
The cereal dies too, leaving no
feed in the paddock other than
seeded sub clover. Got the idea
from Simon Fowler at Esperance

Canola/clover grazed down
and all clean having had high
stocking rates all year. With
normal pasture I would have
had less than half the stocking
rate on it.
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Grazing Clover/Canola Combo

How Grazing Crops Fit At Kolindale
No profit in grassy crops (less rain the more so)
Need all clover pastures (nitrogen fixation)
Clover = no early feed = grazing crops
30-40% ewes scanned in twin

• KEY POINTS
• wean lambs onto for high healthy growth rates
(in dry years its gonna be a saving on grain)
• earlier the start the more canola will seed, may get a
yield too
• will stay green into the summer if rain continues
• manipulate the pasture to setup for cropping taking out
the competition and disease leaving high FOO

*Twin ewe NEEDS 23-27mj required a day *

$$$*Instead being on ad-lib self feeder
use your clean early crops*$$$
Put all twin ewes on crops to allow clover pastures
to get away (More feed in the spring).
Seed an extra paddock of barley if you think there is a
yield penalty over your ave of years. To have no yield
loss + the graze + the extra stubble after harvest.
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